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ALSO AVAILABLE WITH RAPHAEL WALLFISCH

NI 5806 Zemlinsky, Cello Sonata (1894), Sonatas by Korngold & Goldmark. John York piano

NI 5741/2 Beethoven, Complete Sonatas & Variations for cello and piano. John York piano

NI 5862 Chopin, Cello Sonata, Sonatas by Szymanowski & Laks. John York piano

NI 5884 Delius & Grieg, Sonatas for cello and piano. John York piano

NI 5901/2 Dohnányi, Kodály & Liszt, Sonatas and other music for cello and piano. John York piano

NI 5831 Shchedrin, Music for cello and piano.  Rodion Shchedrin piano

NI 5763 Elgar, Cello Concerto; Bridge, Oration; Holst, Invocation
 Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra, Richard Dickins conductor

NI 5913 Bloch, Schelomo & Voice in the Wilderness; Caplet ,Epiphanie; Ravel, Kaddish
 BBC National Orchestra of Wales, Benjamin Wallfish conductor.

NI 5471 Maw, Sonata Notturna.  ESO, William Boughton conductor

NI 5746 John Metcalf, Cello Symphony. ESO, William Boughton conductor

NI 5815   20th Century works for Cello and Strings
Lutoslawski, Maconchy, Hindemith, Patterson, Kopytman

 Südwestdeutsches Kammerorchester Pforzheim, William Boughton conductor

NI 5816 Prokofiev, Concertino & Cinq Mélodies Shchedrin, Parabola Concertante
 Southbank Sinfonia, Simon Over conductor

NI 5848 C.P.E Bach, Concertos for violoncello strings and basso continuo
 Scottish Ensemble, Jonathan Morton artistic director

NI 5868 Weber Concerto ‘Grand pot-pourri’, Classical concertos by Danzi, Reicha & Spohr
Northern Chamber Orchestra,  Nicholas Ward director

NI 5875 Mendelssohn, Piano Trios op.49 & op.66 Schumann Canons op.56
Hagai Shaham, violin  Arnon Erez, piano

NI 5905 Ravel & Fauré Piano Trios Debussy Sonatas for cello and violin
Hagai Shaham, violin  Arnon Erez, piano
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Robert Schumann
Raphael Wallfisch, cello

Südwestdeutsches Kammerorchester Pforzheim
Niklas Willén, conductor

Op.129 (1850)
Version by Arthur H. Lilienthal (2008)

1 I Nicht zu schnell  10.43
2 II Langsam - Etwas lebhafter - Tempo I   3.54

3 III Sehr lebhaft - Schneller 8.00

Works for cello & piano
Raphael Wallfisch & John York

 Op.102 (1849)
4 I „Vanitas vanitatum“ Mit Humor    3.25

5 II Langsam  3.36
6 III Nicht schnell, mit viel Ton zu spielen   3.56

7 IV Nicht zu rasch  2.04
8 V Stark und markirt  3.13
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Südwestdeutsches Kammerorchester Pforzheim. A fresh and gripping musical
approach and stylistic diversity from early to contemporary music are the distinctive mark of the
SWDKO. With a fixed base of fourteen full-time musicians from seven countries the ensemble is one of
very few full-time chamber orchestras and recognized for its exceptional homogeneity and flexibility of
the sound.

The SWDKO was founded in 1950 by Friedrich Tilegant, a pupil of Paul Hindemith. The ensemble quickly
gained international recognition and was heard at the festivals in Salzburg , Lucerne and Leipzig. Maurice
Andre , Dietrich Fischer- Dieskau , Frans Brüggen and Yehudi Menuhin were just some of the great
musicians who have worked with the orchestra. Following the Tilegant era the orchestra was directed by
Paul Angerer, Vladislav Czarnecki and Tewinkel Sebastian. With the start of the concert season 2013/14
Timo Glove has assumed the position of Artistic Director.

The  SWDKO has made numerous radio broadcasts and more than 250 recordings, of which a number
have been awarded international prizes. Numerous world premieres, including works by Jean Francaix ,
Harald Genzmer, Enjott Schneider, Mike Svoboda attest to the orchestra’s commitment to
contemporary music .
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He is a composer, a consultant for Trinity Guildhall examinations, festival adjudicator and lecturer
– and he has no intention of letting up on any of these activities, even though his commitment
to St Paul’s Girls’ School has come to an end.  He fully intends to develop these aspects, especially
composition, and enjoy his new grandchildren, now that he has a little more time.

Niklas Willén, the finest Swedish conductors of his generation, has held positions as Principal Guest
Conductor of the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra, Chief Conductor of the WDR Radio
Orchestra Köln, General Music Director of the Volkstheater Rostock and Chief Conductor of the
North German Philharmonic Rostock, Chief Conductor of the Sønderjyllands Symphony Orchestra in
Denmark and Chief Conductor of the Sundsvall Chamber Orchestra. He was born in Stockholm where
he studied conducting and composition at the city’s Royal College of Music with conducting teachers
who included Jorma Panula.

His career is increasingly focussed on Germany and throughout the Nordic countries with many of its
principal orchestras and opera houses as well as the Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra, Royal Scottish
National Orchestra, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra, National Symphony Orchestra of Ireland and
Ulster Orchestra.

He has also conducted opera at Göteborgs Operan, the Royal Theatre in Stockholm and Norwegian
National Opera in productions of “Il Barbière de Siviglia”, “Flying Dutchman”, “Madama Butterfly”,

“Turandot” plus première’s of several new works that have included Peter Bengtson’s opera “The Maidens”
and productions for Stockholm’s “Folkoperan” and Värmlandsoperan in Karlstad.

He has recorded with the Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra, Royal Stockholm Philharmonic, Royal
Opera in Stockholm, Göteborgs Symphony Orchestra, Malmö Opera, Sønderjyllands Symphony
Orchestra, Iceland Symphony Orchestra, Norrköping Symphony Orchestra, Sundsvall Chamber
Orchestra, Royal Scottish National Orchestra, BBC Scottish Symphony Orchestra and National
Symphony Orchestra of Ireland.
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 Op.94 ((1849)
9 I Nicht schnell  3.14
10 II Einfach, innig  3.43
11 III Nicht schnell  3.58

 Op.73 (1849)
12 I Zart und mit Ausdruck  3.27
13 II Lebhaft, leicht  3.21
14 III Rasch und mit Feuer - Schneller  4.17

15  Op.70 (1849)
Langsam, mit innigem Ausdruck - Rasch und feurig - Etwas ruhiger -
im ersten tempo - Schneller

16 ‘  Op.39 No.5 (1840)
17 ‘  Op.39 No.12 (1840)

Arrangements by John York
 Total playing time 75.09

Concerto, 19 September 2013. Recorded in St. Laurentius-Kirche, Amthof, Oberderdingen, Germany.
Engineer : Christopher Tarnow

Duos, 11 April 2014. Recorded by Nimbus Records at Wyastone Leys, Monmouth, U.K.

Cover photo:  istockphoto.com
c 2014 Wyastone Estate Limited © 2014 Wyastone Estate Limited
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Robert Schumann’s short and passionate life presents, after more than a century and a half,
such a distinct image, epitomising the ‘German Romantic genius’; a man dominated by
immense talents, intense emotions and obsessions, by turns gushingly productive and
frustrated, carefree and trapped, supportive of younger colleagues but hounded by critics,
ecstatically happy and deeply depressed - a lover of nature but ultimately suicidal.

After concentrating entirely on solo piano repertoire for a decade he suddenly found the
impulse in 1840 to write songs - over 150 in that single miraculous year - some of the
greatest of all 19th century Lieder, passionately conceived, perfectly attuned to their poems.
In 1840 his blissful marriage to Clara Wieck was finally allowed and from 1841 he embarked
on larger scale, more disciplined and intellectual compositions, inspired by his own
discovery in Vienna of Schubert’s forgotten ‘Great’ C major Symphony.  Now he could
compose his first two symphonies (nos. 1 and 4), the piano concerto, the string quartets,
the piano trios, quartet and quintet – feeling, rightly, that he had missed out on a thorough
musical training early on and needed to flex his muscles and master his craft.

Mental instability (possibly a consequence of early syphilis) and depression were never far
away, however, and, in only a dozen short years, the new works swung from big orchestral
scores and concertos to failed operatic attempts, even an aspiration to set Goethe’s
to music, right across the spectrum to miniatures for various instruments with piano
accompaniment.  These latter pieces, exquisite pieces mostly written in the single year 1849,
are surely ‘songs without words’ in the vein of his friend Felix Mendelssohn and would have
generated some much-needed income, helping with the growing family’s financial situation.

The latest work on this CD is the  from 1850.  While the 1841-5
piano concerto had been an instant success and showed a composer in complete control
and totally inspired, the later cello concerto shows signs both of Schumann’s genius and of
his mental exhaustion, even of desperation. In the  worrying years leading to the
composer’s death he was having trouble getting works published but a welcome approach
came in 1853 from the publishing house Breitkopf with a fee of 20 Louis d’or for a few of
Schumann’s latest pieces, including the cello concerto which they particularly liked.  The
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Raphael has recorded nearly every major work for his instrument. His extensive discography on
EMI, Chandos, Black Box, ASV, Naxos and Nimbus explores both the mainstream concerto
repertoire and countless lesser-known works by Dohnanyi, Respighi, Barber, Hindemith and
Martinu, as well as Richard Strauss, Dvorak, Kabalevsky and Khachaturian. He has recorded a wide
range of British cello concertos, including works by MacMillan, Finzi, Delius, Bax, Bliss, Britten,
Moeran, Walton and Kenneth Leighton. Britain's leading composers have worked closely with
Raphael, many having written works especially for him including Sir Peter Maxwell Davies,
Kenneth Leighton, James MacMillan, John Metcalf, Paul Patterson, Robert Simpson, Robert
Saxton, Roger Smalley, Giles Swayne, John Tavener and Adrian Williams.

He lives in London with his wife, the violinist Elizabeth, and has three children, Benjamin, Simon,
and Joanna.

John York.  Following studies in London, Paris (where he won the International Debussy Prize)
and Vienna, John York’s career has taken him around the world, the majority of his work being
with cellist Raphael Wallfisch and York2 piano duo.  His most recent recordings are all on Nimbus.
York2 were recently released in their unique four-hands repertoire of 20th century ‘orchestral’
blockbusters including  and .  With Raphael the catalogue grows
exponentially from the complete Beethoven cycle to the works of Schnittke and James MacMillan,
and includes world premières, rarely heard 19th century works and major cello and piano
masterpieces.  They are constantly adding new things to this ever-growing catalogue.

Before these duos became established, some 25 years ago, he had played concertos with such
orchestras as the London Mozart Players and the LPO, founded the successful York Piano Trio
and Piano Quartet and accompanied a list of illustrious performers in the UK, Canada, Australia,
the USA and many other countries.  He was, for 33 years, Professor at the Guildhall and, for 20
years, Senior Music Head at St Paul’s Girls’ School in London, a position from which he has only
just retired.  He continues to work for the annual  Astona International Music Academy of
Switzerland, a summer session for highly talented musicians from all over the world.
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accordingly, balancing a long melodic paragraph with an Allegro of terrific virtuosity.  This
is one of the composer’s very finest, most successful works.

I wanted to extend the experience of this wonderful composer’s music with my own short
offering and looked no further than the first , lifting two glorious love songs,
settings of Eichendorff – and, for me, it is the melody that matters!

The first is a rapturous floating melody, coloured as if by silvery moonlight.  The second pulses
with the excitement of Spring bringing renewal and affirmation of love.  One can feel Schumann’s
absolute happiness in 1840, his private life at last settled, his success assured but for such a short
span of years …

Raphael Wallfisch is one of the most celebrated cellists performing on the international
stage. He was born in London into a family of distinguished musicians, his mother the cellist Anita
Lasker-Wallfisch and his father the pianist Peter Wallfisch.

At an early age, Raphael was greatly inspired by hearing Zara Nelsova play, and, guided by a
succession of fine teachers including Amaryllis Fleming, Amadeo Baldovino and Derek Simpson,
it became apparent that the cello was to be his life's work. While studying with the great Russian
cellist Gregor Piatigorsky in California, he was chosen to perform chamber music with Jascha
Heifetz in the informal recitals that Piatigorsky held at his home.

At the age of twenty-four he won the Gaspar Cassadó International Cello Competition in Florence.
Since then he has enjoyed a world-wide career. Teaching is one of Raphael's passions. He is in
demand as a teacher all over the world holding the position of professor of cello in Switzerland
at the Zürich Winterthur Konservatorium and at the Royal College of Music in London.
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composer tantalizingly offered them a version with string quintet, and a piano reduction
along with a full orchestral score, but the last two never materialized.  Raphael Wallfisch
was inspired by this intriguing concept and he asked the distinguished Swiss composer
Arthur Lilienthal to adapt the full score for strings.  The result, heard on this recording,
and which Raphael has performed many times in concert, lends fresh clarity and lightness
to the texture, allowing the soloist even more freedom, especially at the low dynamic levels
the composer calls for.  Raphael has played it with very small orchestras, often without
conductor, which emphasizes even more the pure chamber qualities of this wonderful work.
Schumann himself describes it as being for cello ‘with orchestral accompaniment’, perhaps
pointing to a less symphonic role than usual.  So it seems highly appropriate to place the
concerto in the context of Schumann’s other works for cello and piano.

The concerto’s melodies are inimitable, glorious, effusive and totally fresh and idiomatic,
the cello writing at times perfectly judged and successful, at others terribly difficult and
overworked, the orchestration a mixed bag of proper, serious craftsmanship alongside
hastily added padding.  The structure is typical of the composer’s later symphonic efforts,
continuous, condensed, almost distilled.

The beautiful opening melody is full of the promise of adventures and romance and its first
notes will work subtly through the whole work as a reminder or forward marker.  The
second subject is equally beautiful and so well judged for the solo instrument.  From these
tunes Schumann cleverly lifts small figures, in the way Brahms would and Beethoven did, to
build developments of energy and resourcefulness.  The standard subsections (exposition,
development, reprise, coda) are all here, telescoped, before an abrupt mood change, led by
the cello singing the work’s most wonderful melody, heard this one time only, and the
simplest ternary-form slow movement exploiting to great advantage the cello’s mellow tone
and sonorous double stops.  In fact, the soloist refuses to leave this mood when the
orchestra tries to recall the first movement and move things on.  Only reluctantly does the
cello allow itself to gather speed for the finale.

In this movement we do begin to feel the composer’s difficulties.  He becomes obsessed
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with one particular rhythmic figure and with semiquaver arpeggios.  Even the lyrical second
subject, where a sighing figure of great tenderness is discussed by soloist and orchestra, is
constantly disturbed and undermined by the same rhythm.  Those first notes from movt.
1 weave through the texture but to no great effect and the formal structure is dutifully
gone through before an accompanied cadenza and an accelerating coda round the work off
exhilaratingly, if a little ‘workaday’.  It cannot be forgotten that yet another attempt at a
concerto, a couple of years later, this final one for violin, was a complete failure and
published nearly a century later, against Clara’s better instinct.

Of all the masterly, much shorter cello and piano pieces here, all written in 1849, only the
 are truly for cello.  But all gain in richness and depth by

transference to the cello – and Schumann was happy for all of them to be ‘multi-purpose’,
treble or bass clef.

The five pieces of  are more substantial than those earlier opuses but still inhabit
the world of A minor.  The first (we should translate the German instruction Mit Humor
as ‘with attitude’ or ‘moody’, certainly not ‘humorous’) is a rondo of unusual variety and
range.  The second is a delightful lullaby, asymmetrically phrased and perfectly formed.
The third is a real ‘once-upon-a-time’ piece, telling tales of heroes and heroines, love duets,
magic horns …

Number 4 is completely down-to-earth, rumbustious – and short!  It is interesting how, in
this piece, the surging unison opening motif, seemingly merely preludial, becomes the
pianist’s leading voice throughout the B section, over which the cello spins a rich new
melody.

The finale is at times gruff, then elfin-like, then brilliant – a miniature masterpiece of
continuous invention.

The  are originally for the oboe, and how well the composer tailored the
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melodies and figuration for that instrument!  But again they transfer readily to cello and
can be enjoyed in this version by many more performers and audiences.  Both the Fantasies
and the Romances are haunted by the key of A minor, something of an obsession in the
composer’s later years, and particularly associated (in my mind at least) with fairy-land and
childhood, those favourites of the German Romantic …

The  are again for a woodwind instrument, this time the clarinet and are
brilliantly suited to the liquid, agile wind instrument.  They are, however, in every cellist’s
repertoire thanks to Friedrich Grützmacher (and others) who transferred them so
idiomatically.  They each have the simplest of ABA structures and here Schumann has a
great deal of fun with transforming thematic motifs through the cycle of three pieces, easily
and highly effectively.

Horn players, for whom is written, can nowadays get close
to the legato long-breathed quality of a cellist – but in Schumann’s day the horn was a
much more primitive instrument.  He must have had an idealistic concept of that German
Romantic sound world and composed this warm-hearted, highly emotional music
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1-3 Concerto in A minor for ‘cello and string orchestra Op.129 22.37
Version by Arthur H. Lilienthal (2008)

Works for cello & piano

4-8 Stücke im Volkston Op.102 16.14
9-11 Romanzen Op.94 10.55
12-14 Phantasiestücke Op.73 11.05
15 Adagio und Allegro Op.70 9.11
16 ‘Mondnacht’  Op.39 No.5 3.37
17 ‘Frühlingsnacht’  Op.39 No.12  1.31
   Total playing time 75.09
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Robert Schumann
Raphael Wallfisch, cello   John York, piano

Südwestdeutsches Kammerorchester Pforzheim

Niklas Willén, conductor


